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CoRGI Co-Regulated Gene Investigator
Visualizing metadata change in networks 
and / or clusters
BIDefI
Different visualizations produced: 
● Two groups of alluvial diagrams representing experiment metadata and gene annotation 
changes. Representation using:
○ Nodes as rectangle. Their height represents the percentage of representation of this term in 
relation to all items mapped on this part of GO for each iteration.
○ Links between nodes. Their colors are based on statistical status.
● One force directed graph deployed on user request, to display Gene Ontology graph with a given 
GO Slim term as root and all genes with this GO Slim reference mapped on their GO term. 
Number of genes mapped on each term is represented by node size.
Results
Visualizations
● To represent high volume of sequential metadata in two dimensions few approaches 
are possible [6] including:
○ Networks diagram can deal with sequential data but not with an efficiency and 
readability (iterations using colors or shapes codes). 
○ Sequence sunburst is more compact but also less visual. In fact there is no 
links displayed between nodes. 
○ Alluvial diagrams are sometime used to visualize tree paths. Inspired by this 
approach, this type of visualization has been adopted to show changes of matrix 
at each iteration.
● Final choices:
○ Alluvial diagrams to display changes in networks. 
○ Force directed graph deployed to explore a given iteration
● Alluvial diagrams built using D3.js [7] version 5 and in particular the sankey module 
version 0.12.1. Some functions were rewritten to fit with project requirements and in 
particular variable width of links.
Methods
● Client side application, need to precompute as possible. Need to minify all JSON datas to limit 
size of transferred files.
● Using adapted pre-existent visualizations, this project allows to visualize at same place and with 
efficiency, results of an heterogeneous matrix bi-clustering using associated metadata from 
different reference ontologies.
● Use of alluvial diagrams to represent changes in networks allowing evolution display of a matrix 
composed by genetic and experimental metadata in an interpretative way with statistical 
information.
● This project allows to cross-analyze different types of information in the same place with a visual 
and efficient presentation.
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● Wider spread of high-throughput experimental techniques and multiplication 
cross-analysed studies increased the need for integration of large and 
heterogeneous data sets from "omics" activities and phenotyping.
● Classical approaches imply collating various data sets into a large matrix 
and mine the matrix. Results can be visualized using network graphs or heatmaps.
● These are difficult to interpret in biological terms without including comprehensive 
descriptions of data points to the visualizations. This is challenging when dealing with 
annotations extracted from large knowledge representations such as the 
Gene Ontology [1]. In addition, iterative approaches in mining techniques and the 
cinetic notion in biological data sets require representations taking into account a 
chronology through the  data mining steps or the course of the biological process.
● In this context we are developing a web-based tool to represent ontology 
annotations associated with biological network graphs or cluster 
heatmaps through time using:
○   series of snapshots corresponding to successive steps
○   representation of differences between two steps.
● Our approach builds on methods such as GO enrichment analysis and visualization 
of changes in networks.
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● Arabidopsis thaliana transcriptomic experiments from 
the CATdb [2] (1043 differential analysis) and from 
Gene Expression Omnibus [3] (105 differential 
analysis) databases.
● 33026 genes
● Thanks to the convergence of Normal law toward 
Binomial law , CoRGI provides a subgroup of genes 
jointly regulated in a subset of experimental conditions 
for each iteration.
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Statistical status of links
● In order to display only interpretative informations, each links is statistically tested using one GO 
enrichment approach. For each GO Slim term or experiment term, a contingency table is 
constructed and a two tailed Fisher’s exact test are carried out.
● Links are colored following statistical significance or not.
